Evangelicals Support President Obama’s Historic Efforts to Address Climate Change

Over 130,000 Comments of Support by Pro-Life Christians Already Generated
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NEW FREEDOM, PA (June 2, 2014) – The Evangelical Environmental Network (EEN) applauds President Obama and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the release today of the EPA’s draft rule to regulate carbon pollution from existing power plants.

“Today’s release of the EPA’s draft regulation of existing power plants is an historic step in our nation’s journey to overcome climate change,” said the Rev. Mitch Hescox, EEN’s President and CEO. “We look forward to studying the draft carefully as we offer our support and suggestions for possible improvements.”

EEN’s efforts to stand with President Obama and the EPA on the need for strong action on climate change have already begun. To date, EEN’s efforts have generated over 130,000 comments from pro-life Christians to the EPA in support of carbon regulations.

“This 130,000 is simply a down-payment,” said Alexei Laushkin, EEN’s VP in charge of grassroots campaigns. “Now that the draft rule is out, we plan to step up our activities and generate even more support.”

A chief concern of pro-life Christians is the health impacts of the pollution from fossil fuels that is driving climate change.
"The health and well-being of our children is already being affected," said the Rev. Emilio Marreo, VP of Esperanza, one of the nation’s premier Hispanic evangelical organizations and organizer of the biennial Hispanic Prayer Breakfast in Washington, DC. “The impact of air pollution is a significant concern for the Latino community because Latino Americans are more likely to live in areas with high levels of air toxicity due to poverty. We can’t afford not to act. We need better policies that address climate change and provide for the well-being of our communities. We are glad that these standards will help families in our community."

The need for serious action is driven home by the fact that climate impacts are already upon us.

"I'm a Christian, entrepreneur and meteorologist - I've been tracking the symptoms of a changing climate on my weather maps for 15 years. We've been poking at Earth's climate system with a long, sharp stick and then acting surprised when the weather bites back,” said Paul Douglas, Meteorologist/Founder & CEO of Broadcast Weather in Minneapolis, MN.

"Climate Change represents the greatest threat to life and the greatest opportunity for hope of our generation and the generations yet to come," said Rev. Hescox. “Reducing carbon pollution from existing power plants will protect children from health impacts and help lead to cleaner air and purer water. By providing states flexibility in how to reduce carbon pollution, including market-based approaches to pricing carbon, this proposal from EPA will be a major impetus for a clean energy future that creates good jobs and continues to position our country as the world's innovative business leader.”